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EduCATIonAl booklET

This document is complementary to the European platform for non-professional youth work. It is one 
of the outcomes of a cooperation carried out by several partners involved in non-formal education in 
youth work. 

This European collaboration started in 2007 with the support of the European Union Lifelong Learning 
Programme. It aims at recognizing and valorizing voluntary youth work in Europe and it contributes 
to improving the quality of educational activities in non-formal education. 

This document introduces the important elements of our global view on education as well as the 
educational values that we defend.

We affirm that:
•	 Formal,	 non-formal	 and	 informal	 educations	 are	 intertwined,	 complementary	 and	 equally	

important. 
•	 Educational	quality	in	non-formal	education	in	youth	work	is	unquestionable.	
•	 There	are	values	and	common	principles	concerning	training	actions	that	should	be	more	promoted	

towards local, regional, national and European authorities. 
•	 Volunteers	in	training	and	managing	activities	in	non-formal	education	in	youth	work	should	be	

treated equally as their professional counterparts.

We require:
•	 The	recognition	of	the	value	of	non-professional	youth	work	and	adult	education	in	the	non-formal	

education space in Europe.
•	 The	commitment	of	Member	States	to	guarantee	the	adequate	conditions	for	the	implementation	

of volunteering in non-formal education.
•	 The	creation	of	a	European	directive	on	the	recognition	of	non-professional	youth	work.
•	 To	 set	 up	 and	 recognise	 a	 competency	 framework	 for	 non-professional	 youth	 facilitators	 in	

Europe. 
•	 An	easier	access	to	the	mobility	of	non-professional	youth	facilitators	by	the	creation	of	a	European	

passport.

This booklet is for all persons who are active in non-formal education in youth work.
We, the different European partners, agreed that those 11 key words are a common basis and essential 
concepts which define educational activities in non-formal education in youth work.  

These key words can be considered as educational tools that can help youth facilitators to effectively 
prepare their educational activities.

Each concept is introduced with a definition. Its objectives and links to the educational quality of 
non-formal education are presented. It contains concrete examples and practical implementation in 
educational activities of non-formal education. The last part of each concept allows the reader to find 
links between the various key words described in this booklet.

Theoretical references (books, publications, websites, etc.) can be found at the end of this 
document. 

Part of this booklet is dedicated to the definition of each key word in the frame of formal education. It 
allows the reader to discover different approaches and the specific context of formal education. 
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PRoJECT PEdAGoGY

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

«The continued production of themselves through action and practice: this is the structure that 
characterises us. We live in this bound that takes different forms depending on the individual, that 
propels	us	through	a	field	of	possibilities	of	which	we	will	realize	some	excluding	others.	Anything	we	
can even call choice or freedom.» (Jean-Paul Sartre)

Project pedagogy deals, in educational terms, with the idea that the individual builds himself/herself 
and his/her own identity through acting and by defining the effect of choice of projects.
The notion of "choice" is important because it expresses the idea that intelligence, knowledge and 
reflection can never be separated from practice.
One must distinguish between the educational project, the pedagogical project and the project 
activity:
⚫ the educational project expresses a general conception of individuals and society. It has a philosophical 

and political dimension;
⚫ the pedagogical project belongs to facilitators and takes into account  the educational project, the 

reality of participants/social actors, the environment and specific objectives. It defines the skills 
and the knowledge that you intend to activate and precise tools.

⚫ the project activity is made by an active person or a group of people who embark on a project with 
an activity.

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
Project pedagogy has a central function to identify the quality of non-formal education.
In our opinion, the activity is not the simple realisation of a gesture, or the execution of an order from 
outside.	Activities	must	be	characterised	by	intentionality;	they	come	from	an	interest	or	a	need.
This interest is related to the history of participants, their relationships with others, their relationships 
within a concrete context. 
The educational project aims at providing a basis for the organisation to build projects and to give 
people the opportunity to be active and actors of their training and education.
The project gives the work a meaning, a direction and makes it valuable.
The project is a temporal structure: it must have certain duration, take place in time and structure it. 
It is not a safe path, but a search for meaning and possibility. In project pedagogy, flexibility and the 
ability to react to events, to activate the imagination are essential.
The project is an opening to reality in terms of: a) comparison with the conditions of reality and the 
environment; b) interpersonal relationships; c) decision-making skills; d) definition of purposes.

3. presentations in ConteXt

Project pedagogy is not just a teaching technique or a mechanical scheme that identifies a rigid 
procedure. The educational project is a dynamic and opened process based on the idea that education is 
not guaranteed by the imposition of pre-established models, but by the variety of relations and creativity 
that individuals and groups can bring independently from each other.
The educational project expresses the idea that education happens while trying and making mistakes.
Project pedagogy is organised in different stages of development.  It belongs to facilitators to organise 
the concrete realisation of these phases according to the situation:

1)	 AWARENESS:	 phase	 of	 introduction	 /	 presentation	 in	which	 facilitators	 welcome	 participants	 in	
creating the conditions to put everyone at ease and encourage active participation, arousing interest and 
curiosity, compare experiences, test materials and work tools. This phase is characterised by operating 
activities:
– Knowledge of environment
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–	 Animation	techniques	proposed	by	facilitators					
– Participation to the quality of everyday life
– Exchange of experiences and cultures
– Using materials with an experimental approach 
In this phase, the role of facilitators is to allow the ownership of the educational environment by 
participants.

2)	 TRADING:	 phase	 transition	 between	 awareness	 and	 implementation	 of	 project	 activities.	 It	 is	
characterised by the comparison of imaginations and desires, and raises the possibility of concrete 
action.	At	this	stage,	facilitators	should	make	place	for:
– Communication and inventory of ideas, desires... (more or less verbalised)
– Feasibility study
– Hypotheses and definition of possible projects (depending on the subject of the educational project 

or training, the educational context in question)
– Comparison of the expressed objectives and choices
–	 Definition	of	time,	space,	tools	(prediction	phase)
In this phase, the role of facilitators is to support the chosen balance between the reality principle and 
the creative stimulus.

3)	REALISATION:	phase	where	we	compare	with	the	materials,	techniques	in	which	the	individual	/	group	
measures	its	ability	to	achieve	what	has	been	decided.	At	this	step	emerges	the	importance	of	knowing	
how to manage and deal with:
– The organisation of the project team
– Uncertainties and unexpected difficulties
– Contributions of expertise required and any specialised interventions
– Changes within the group and the ongoing project
– Timing and commitments to reach the final result
In this phase, the role of facilitators is to guarantee the agreements which were made, to provide material, 
documentary, technical and emotional support, to manage group dynamics.

4)	SOCIALISATION:	the	final	phase	which	has	two	aspects,	one	facing	the	group,	the	other	towards	the	
outside. The project will have a result: it can be shared among participants of the proposed project or 
others.	At	this	stage,	you	can:
– Experienced the activities carried out
– Involve other groups
In this phase, the role of facilitators is to help the group / the individual to manage its/his/her 
relationship within the context of socialisation and to ensure the best possible conditions for the 
success of the project.

5)	EVALUATION:	an	essential	step	is	to	direct	the	project	towards	new	perspectives	and	possibilities.	In	
this phase should be included:
–	 An	evaluation	of	the	project	group
– Process documentation (memory)
–	 Redesign	of	new	paths	of	activity
What is assessed is not only the quality of the realised result, but also the quality of the ongoing 
educational process.
The role of facilitators in this phase is to help participants to reorganise their knowledge, to revise any 
mistake, but also to highlight successes. It is possible to imagine new steps resulting from the positive 
experiences and the new interests expressed by participants.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

General	life	situation
Special needs 
Active	education	methods
Evaluation
Documentation	
Learning
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GEnERAl lIFE SITuATIon

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

General	life	situations	constitute	the	skeleton	of	the	training	or	meeting.
That includes different moments along the day: waking up, taking meals, having resting and relaxing 
moments, organising times of collective life, but also relations with families, etc…
There are different ways to organise those moments. These ways correspond to different pedagogical 
choices.
The life pace in non-formal educational activities doesn’t imply the same obligations as the ones within 
the framework of formal education: for example, in leisure-time structures, the organisation of activities 
will take into account the different life paces of children.
The alternation between moments with and without activities during the day has to contribute to 
finding a more natural pace of life.
Reception	conditions	 for	participants	constitute	an	 important	dimension	of	the	 implementation	of	
everyday life moments and the achievement of the educational choices, in the same way as the pace 
of life.

2. obJeCtives

In what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
It contributes to ensuring the affective security of young people.
It deals with everyone’s pace of life, access to autonomy and making individuals responsible for their 
own life.
It involves the public in the organisation of each person’s daily life and activities.
It is based on a preliminary work of the facilitators’ team, including space arrangement, reflection on 
the organisation of the reception conditions for participants and the capacity of evolving during the 
training or meeting.
It requires a support from the facilitators’ team.

3. presentations in ConteXt

Concrete examples of implementation

•	 Organisation	of	good	reception	conditions	for	participants,	which	allows	the	implementation	of	
spatial and temporal marks. These should guarantee the emotional security of individuals, as well 
as represent means of access to autonomy.

•	 Implementation	of	individualized	waking	up:	let	every	child	getting	up	according	to	his/her	own	
pace. Every child can get up when he/she doesn’t need to sleep anymore, at a given moment.

•	 Implementation	of	rules	of	functioning	and	organisation	of	small	tasks	during	the	meals:	setting	
the table, bringing dishes back to the kitchen, etc. This enhances the access to autonomy and 
allows to take one’s responsibilities.

•	 Implementation	of	quiet	moments	during	the	day,	organised	to	respect	the	pace	of	each	person.	
Allowing	an	access	to	activities	in	a	more	individualized	way.

•	 Elaborate	and	regulate	the	rules	with	the	children,	to	encourage	them	being	autonomous,	taking	
responsibilities and to foster citizenship education.

•	 Times	for	hygiene	should	be	moments	for	oneself,	pleasant	and	the	least	restricted	in	terms	of	
duration. The adult’s presence should be accompanying, not directing.

•	 Implementation	of	time	dedicated	to	communicate	with	families:	before	the	stay	to	prepare	it,	
during the stay (email, phone, web), and also after the stay.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

General	life	situation	is	linked	to	all	other	key	words.
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SPECIAl nEEdS

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Young people with fewer opportunities (also called “with special needs”) are disadvantaged 
compared with their peers because they face one or several of the situations and obstacles 
mentioned in the non-exhaustive list below. In certain contexts, these situations or obstacles 
prevent young people from having effective access to formal and non-formal education, to 
transnational mobility and participation, to active citizenship, empowerment and inclusion in 
the society at large. 
•	 Social	obstacles:	young	people	facing	discrimination	because	of	gender,	ethnicity,	religion,	

sexual orientation, disability, etc.; young people with limited social skills or anti-social or 
risky sexual behaviours; young people in a precarious situation; (ex-)offenders, (ex-)drug or 
alcohol abusers; young and/or single parents; orphans; young people from broken families.

•	 Economic	obstacles:	young	people	with	a	low	standard	of	living,	low	income,	dependence	on	
social welfare system; in long-term unemployment or poverty; young people who are homeless, 
young people in debt or with financial problems.

•	 Disability:	young	people	with	mental	(intellectual,	cognitive,	learning),	physical,	sensory	or	
other disabilities.

•	 Educational	difficulties:	young	people	with	learning	difficulties;	early	school-leavers	and	school	
dropouts; lower qualified persons; young people with poor school performance.

•	 Cultural	differences:	young	immigrants	or	refugees	or	descendants	from	immigrant	or	refugee	
families; young people belonging to a national or ethnic minority; young people with linguistic 
adaptation and cultural inclusion problems.

•	 Health	problems:	young	people	with	chronic	health	problems,	severe	illnesses	or	psychiatric	
conditions; young people with mental health problems.

•	 Geographical	obstacles:	young	people	from	remote	or	rural	areas;	young	people	living	on	small	
islands or peripheral regions; young people from urban problem zones; young people from less 
serviced areas (limited public transport, poor facilities, abandoned villages).

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
In case we don’t take care of these special needs, many of these young people will be dropped 
out from non-formal education opportunities. 
While developing the methodology of non-formal education, the special needs of young people 
should be taken into consideration, as “traditional” methods and techniques might not be adequate 
for them.  

3. presentations in ConteXt

Concrete examples of implementation
If the target group of non-formal educational activities includes young people with economic 
obstacles, we need to think about forms of non-formal education which doesn’t include any other 
costs, or which have extra resources to cover costs for young people who can’t afford it. 
If we target unemployed young people whose main need is to find a job and get money for living, 
we should take into account their specific needs, but this shouldn’t prevent us from offering them 
non-formal educational activities which contribute to their personal development.
It has to be clear for them that they can acquire competences which will help them in getting 
a job later.  

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

Project pedagogy
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ACTIVE EduCATIon METHodS

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Active	education	is	not	a	technique	but	a	set	of	principles.	It	represents	a	global	research	project.	We	
must be aware that active education is thought for every moment. Personal interest and motivation 
play an important part of active education. The role of facilitators is to recognize them and to offer 
spaces for them to be expressed. 
Active	education	is	a	laboratory	experimenting	new	methods	and	practices.	It	focuses	on	participants’	
motivations and interests; it is democratic and supports socialization. It promotes activities as a tool 
for understanding the world. 
If we were talking about "active methods", we would reduce the process to “how the person goes 
active”, while “active education” tries to enable the person to act, think and evaluate the action by 
himself/herself. Our methods are focused on enabling or facilitating a wider process of education where 
the person can grow. This kind of process can be reach only if the person himself/herself is the main 
actor/actress and if he/she fully participates in the action.

2. obJeCtives
in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
The aim of active education is deeply political (what kind of persons, of citizens do we want for 
tomorrow?) One of its aims is to create conditions for people to be actor of their own lives, in relation 
with others. 

3. presentations in ConteXt
Concrete examples of implementation
Practices of active education offer people  to participate in activities which foster the encounter, 
the confrontation, the analysis and the capacity of standing back as well as the deconstruction and 
construction of their own representations for the individual as well as in relation to a group or an 
organisation. 

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

Active	education	 is	 a	global	 vision	of	 the	 individual	 and	of	 education,	 so	 it	 is	 linked	 to	all	 other	
keywords.
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EuRoPEAn And InTERnATIonAl STAkES

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

The European and international dimension of leisure time, youth and adult work means active involvement 
of partners in:
•	 Activities	and	projects.	
Previously, this dimension meant also travelling and spending time abroad, using foreign surroundings 
for educational purposes, but a recent development in youth policy underlines the importance of the 
presence of European and international partners, so that activities can even take place in the home 
country. European and international cooperation can be considered as well as an approach for local 
development. 
•	 The	political	and	civic	environment	which	is	local,	regional,	national,	European	and	international,	

with permanent interactions. 
A	European	and	international	project	is	a	tool	to	cooperate	with	other	actors	and	structures,	not	only	
to discover different realities and to exchange practices, but also to influence the policies concerning 
non-formal education, youth and adult education, to give a recognised place to civil society, to take 
part in orientation and decision and to “fight” for some educative challenges, like for example the 
recognition of volunteering in the society.

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
The European and international dimension brings, through the action and the experience, an educational 
benefit which can be developed under the following aspects:
1. Education to the World and to Europe: everybody can get elements of knowledge, analysis, and critics 

of the environment in which he/she lives. In order to act among this environment, it is necessary to 
discover and to understand it as well as to have the possibility to gain one’s own point of view.

2. The place of education in the World and in Europe: everybody can appropriate the educational 
interest shared at the European and international level. Everybody can act in networks for educational 
challenges. 

3. European and international education: everybody participates in, or organises concrete projects at 
the European and international level, favouring the educational mobility.

Leisure time, youth and adult work are universal and take place in various forms and scenes; they include 
different actors, partners, etc. The involvement of partners in projects can bring special benefits and 
added value especially in non-formal education. 
It offers support to:
–	 Discover	oneself:	in	order	to	meet	the	other,	you	always	have	to	meet	yourself	through	the	mirror	

of the other. 
–	 Get	to	know	other	realities,	 lives,	ways	of	thinking,	etc.:	to	be	confronted	to	other	 languages,	

everyday lives’ or social functioning can contribute to the transformation of the person.
– Build knowledge and competencies: to work in an international surrounding, to experiment and 

learn different languages can contribute to develop intercultural, linguistic, creative, cooperative 
and democratic competencies, etc. 

– Take part in European and international issues, from the place of the person and the citizen:  to 
develop one’s point of view about the European construction and the approach of the world, thanks 
to directly meeting people and societies. 

– Bring new ideas of topics, methods, forms of activities in youth and adult work.
–	 Give	children	and	young	people	an	enormous	motivational	impulse	to	take	part	in	activities	involving	

international partners. 
It presupposes some educative conditions: the necessity of the preparation, the accompanying process, 
the preparation of the returning phase, support to return, the work about representations, perceptions, 
prejudices, the place of languages, the cooperation with a partner, etc.
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3. presentations in ConteXt

Concrete examples of implementation
Most	of	activities	which	take	place	in	leisure	time	are:
– Summer camps for children and young people: they allow to discover another country, another 

culture, to meet with other young people. It is an experience of life with others, which allows to 
participate in sport or cultural activities, etc…

– Youth exchanges: meeting and working of two or more youth groups. They discuss and actively get 
to know each other in the framework of an agreed topic such as environment, culture, etc. The topic 
should be chosen by young people themselves and the various methods and activities are used to 
allow	deeper	intercultural	experiences	(see	Deconstruction	of	stereotypes).

–	 Voluntary	service:	stay	of	a	young	person	in	different	country	to	live	and	help	another	organisation/
group of people to work on special tasks such as the removal of natural disasters for example.

– Exchanges, study visits, immersions, trainings, research-actions for facilitators of youth and adult 
work.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

General	life	situation	
Active	education	methods
Intercultural diversity
Deconstruction	of	stereotypes
Evaluation
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InTERCulTuRAl dIVERSITY

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

The permanent interaction between the local and the international level, but also migrations and 
exchanges are the reason why “people”, “cultures” and “identities” are in movement and can be in an 
open or in a closed process. Social inequalities and ethnicisations’ processes prove that intercultural 
is not a question of “difference”, but a question of living together. Interculturality couldn’t exist 
without a social justice, because as long as people are not able to live and to act decently, how is it 
possible to live and to build together? Intercultural learning is a political project and a project of 
society. It is the society’s choice about how we live together; it is also a choice about the relation 
with others. Intercultural learning is not a technical approach. Some games and energizers exist and 
there	build	some	support,	but	they	are	not	aims.	It	is	also	neither	culturalism	nor	folklore.	An	evening	
with a country specialty doesn’t mean intercultural learning if there is not a process of doing, acting 
and living together.  
Heterogeneity, diversity, mixity and alterity (the state of being other or different) are concepts and 
political choices about the conception of the human relationship and about “living together”. It is a 
necessity to learn to know oneself and the others, to enter in dialogue with the others in order to build 
solutions together.  Intercultural dialogue represents another way, another alternative to the theory 
of the Clash of Civilizations and Cultures.
In an intercultural overture, the balance must be found between taking into account other ways of 
thinking and assuming clear positions on values and principles. 

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
The partners of this project claim following conception of interculturality: an education to complexity 
in	order	to	favour	“a	humanism	of	the	diverse”	like	Martine	Abdallah-Pretceille	describes	it.	Humanist	
values are at the centre of the society’s project and considering diversity doesn’t mean accepting and 
being tolerant towards everything. If we are in an intercultural approach, we also have to express 
our disagreements and explain them. It is also a question of judgement, as we shouldn’t favour 
hotchpotch.
Interculturality means, on one hand, to listen, to detect and to complexify and on the other hand, it 
is the ability of setting one’s limits, of arguing one’s disagreements in order to build a common basis 
or not. Being in an intercultural approach leads us not to stay with our representations. It’s about 
positioning oneself and building together or not!
The partners of this project wish to encourage the pedagogy of questioning and to give priority to 
following points:
– Learn how to handle complexity. This goes together with questioning and the natural tendency 

to simplify, to “put in drawers” should be fought in order to understand.
– Learn to go beyond appearance (folklores, showcases, etc.) to discover and to become aware 

of what is hidden, of different social functioning (relation to time and space, etc.)
– Learn to see, to interpret and to decipher the world in which we’re living, in all its aspects: 

historical, political, economical, social, etc.   
– Learn to take the language of the other into account, in order to enter a relation with others. 

This makes us discover other ways of thinking, other contexts, other histories.
The education to interculturality aims at working on these approaches.

3. presentations in ConteXt

Concrete examples of implementation
Most	of	activities	which	take	place	in	leisure	time	are:
- Summer camps for children and young people: they allow to discover another country, another 

culture, to meet with other young people. It is an experience of life with others, which allows 
to participate in sport or cultural activities, etc…
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- Youth exchanges: meeting and working of two or more youth groups. They discuss and actively 
get to know each other in the framework of an agreed topic such as environment, culture, etc. 
The topic should be chosen by young people themselves and the various methods and activities 
are	used	to	allow	deeper	intercultural	experiences	(see	Deconstruction	of	stereotypes).

-	 Voluntary	 service:	 stay	 of	 a	 young	 person	 in	 different	 country	 to	 live	 and	 help	 another	
organisation/group of people to work on special tasks such as the removal of natural disasters 
for example.

- Exchanges, study visits, immersions, trainings, research-actions for facilitators of youth and 
adult work.

There	are	also	European	and	international	trainings	that	should	be	noticed,	like	the	French-German	
training	of	trainers	“BAFA-Juleica”	which	is	supported	by	OFAJ/DFJW	(French-German	Office	for	Youth).	
Other European and international trainings are supported by European programmes of education like 
Grundtvig,	Leonardo,	Comenius	or	Youth	in	Action.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

General	life	situation	
Active	education	methods
Intercultural diversity
Deconstruction	of	stereotypes
Evaluation
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EVAluATIon

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Evaluating is to make a judgment of the value according to specific criteria. 
There is evaluation each time that there is an outcome of a judgment on value, which is pulled from 
information and in function of determined objectives, in order to make a decision.

Formative evaluation: it aims at supplying information allowing an adaptation of the teaching 
according to individual differences in learning; it is thus the regulation of the learning conditions 
that	 is	 looked	 for.	 (Linda	Allal,	 “Strategy of the formative evaluation: psychological conception and 
modalities of application”) 

“sum up” evaluation: it consists in adding up all experiences at the end of the training, in order to 
get a certification of the acquired skills. It represents the outcome of the learning process. It must be 
very precise to check if the aimed objectives were reached. 

normative evaluation: It measures the performance of participants.

“Criteria” evaluation: the performance of participants is referred to as “criteria”. It determines the 
capacity to pursue the learning. It allows to check if the operational objectives (thus referred as 
“criteria”) are reached.

Co-evaluation: there is co-evaluation when participants are associated to the evaluation as they know 
the objectives, the criteria, the indicators for success, which have been elaborated by facilitators and 
as they can carry out their own evaluation. 

self-evaluation: there is self-evaluation when participants elaborate the objectives, the criteria and 
the indicators for success to carry out their own evaluation. But self-evaluation doesn’t mean that 
participants are left on their own by facilitators. This is a fundamental distinction.

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
The evaluation is meaningful only if it is based on objectives and criteria established before 
the educational action, whether those objectives and criteria are related to the action or to the 
participants.
Before setting-up an evaluation process, it is important to think about following points:
why evaluating? What do we want to improve? For what? What are the aims?

For whom are we evaluating?	Who	orders	the	evaluation?	Who	is	the	evaluation	made	for?	Are	there	
any partners?

what are we evaluating?	A	product,	a	process,	an	object,	a	change,	a	specific	method?

when and where do we evaluate? Before or after the training? Is it continuous, not continuous, 
accurate, internal, or external? 

How do we evaluate?  With which tools? Which form of evaluation? What do we do with the output? 
What has been observed?

who does evaluate? What is the place of the person or the group in the institution? Of the person 
who evaluates? What is the place of self-evaluation?
The evaluation can’t be based on ideas of estimation, representations, or judgments on value. It’s only 
valuable if it is based on facts and observable objects. 
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3. presentations in ConteXt
Concrete examples of implementation

During	the	training,	the	aims,	the	intentions,	the	criteria	have	to	be	introduced	to	the	participants	at	
the very beginning. This is the basis of the evaluation. 
From these elements, the evaluation is set up with the participants. 
They participate in moments of evaluation in small groups and/or alone with facilitators. Tools are used 
to allow an objective evaluation of the training and of the participants’ motivation. 
These tools can have the form of questionnaires, graphics (diagrams, targets, stars) which allow a 
visual and concrete evaluation.
Within the framework of a leisure time educational action, the objectives, the intentions, the criteria 
have to be part of the educational action project. The evaluation, during and after the educational 
action, can be led by the leading team from these elements. 
Tools such as children's meetings or opinion gatherings can be organised so that participants are 
associated to the project and to its evaluation.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

Evaluation is linked to all other key words.
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dEConSTRuCTIon 
oF STEREoTYPES 

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

deconstruction is the process to discover the cultural, economical and social mechanism that is behind 
the phenomena’s appearance of daily life (situation, language, etc.)
A	stereotype is a simplified and deformed representation (judgment, feeling, opinion, image…) of a 
more complex reality. The origin of the word “stereotype” comes from the typographic language and 
indicates the metal press used to print an image and duplicate it. It became then a metaphor for any idea 
that we can repeat without modification. Originally, the words “cliché” and “stereotype” had the same 
signification: “cliché” was the sound of the metal press during the process of duplication printing.
the deconstruction of stereotypes is a tool for the development of an education towards equality 
between men and women. It is a process of the new education. 
Sexist	stereotypes	are	a	source	of	discrimination.	Discrimination	puts	someone	in	a	position	of	minority	
based	on	a	difference.	Discrimination	is	the	result	of	a	difference	in	economical	and	social	powers.	We	
want to defend and to promote equality between men and women, between boys and girls. Equality 
means to have access to the same rights, to accept differences and to give the same possibility of social 
recognition: differences are not a source of discrimination, but a possibility of evolution. 
We are all different, but we want to be careful: we don’t want to create conditions for discrimination based 
on a difference. We can’t accept the difference without a reflection about a possible misunderstanding 
of the concept. In the name of difference, we have seen much discrimination in history. We can be 
free to be different. We can choose how we can be different. It is an educational problem as well as a 
problem of conditions, relations and cultural environment: how can we encourage children and young 
people to be free in this choice? 
But it is also a problem of power, because this issue deals with the place of men and women in our 
society. Inequality between men and women is a political problem which is closely connected to the 
economical structure of society (gender division and division of labour).
The learning model that we use is the socio-constructivism: «To learn is to search and solve... with 
others.»
This model focuses on the mental activity of the participant, not on his/her behaviour. The act of learning 
is a self-transformation, a production of knowledge and skills. What matters are all problems that the 
person will solve and the act of reflection which will be carried out on these occasions. The capacity of 
taking a new look at oneself as well as analysis skills are required from participants. The confrontation 
between peers (the "socio-cognitive conflict") is essential because no one can (trans)form alone.

«The acquisition of information leads to a disturbance that will cause a lack of balance in the individual's 
cognitive field and require a synthesis to assimilate, integrate, criticize, accept and add this new fact 
in an enriched cognitive field.» (Jean Piaget, 1940)

Knowledge is constructed by the one who learns and this construction is made possible by two 
conditions:
– meeting obstacles, which raise awareness of new needs;
– the analysis of these obstacles and the possibility of new answers.

So there will be a phase of destabilization, of doubt and inner conflict caused by the confrontation with 
an obstacle, the emergence of new facts. Then there is a reconstruction phase, with the acquisition of 
new knowledge, personal and social skills, which restores balance at a superior level.

Jean Piaget particularly analyzed this process, which allows the person to find this balance again.
He gives two key ideas:
– the individual only learns if he has a need: any action replies to a need; this need comes from a 

lack of balance, a discrepancy between what the individual knows, what he/she ca do and the new 
situation he/she faces.

To learn means to restore this balance in two ways:
– assimilation, i.e. turning the unknown into something known, checking elements in the new situation 
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which have already been encountered and using methods which were already successful;
– accommodation, i.e. transforming one’s ways of thinking and the representation system itself in 

order to handle the new situation.

In other words, by assimilating, the individual structures, materially or mentally, the object which 
is offered to him/her, while by accommodating, the object gives structure to the individual as it 
restructures his/her "thinking device".

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
The deconstruction of stereotypes is fundamental in the trainings and practices of non-formal education, 
because it is directly linked to cultural and daily relationships between people as well as to learning 
processes. We think that without a real equality between genders, we can’t have any freedom, any 
autonomy on the social and cultural level. We can’t destroy stereotypes, but we can construct a real 
awareness for this problem. We can prevent new stereotypes. Our work about language is also important, 
as languages carry stereotypes. We can show a different point of view; we can change the attitude of 
children, social workers and parents on this topic. We think that this attention to the deconstruction 
of sexist stereotypes will help new generations to build their sexual identity without pre-judgment. 
That’s why we also have to reflect on how to prepare a new space for each sex.

3. presentations in ConteXt
Concrete examples of implementation

Facilitators don’t position themselves as holders of answers to be given to participants for them to 
integrate. They don’t "coach" people by giving them scheduled and repetitive exercises, until they reach a 
specific result. Facilitators’ duty is to organise problems/situations that aim at destabilizing participants 
and at generating learning. These problems/situations are working on resisting representations which 
have to be challenged in order to change. They can take various forms: role plays, case studies, photo-
language, analysis of audio-visual documents, collective construction, etc… They aim at developing 
participants’ autonomy by making them aware of their own resources and of the possibility of using 
the resources at their disposal in order to solve the problem/situation.

To learn is to solve problems (not in a mathematical, but in a broader sense: it’s a new, uncontrolled 
situation which arises and encourages me to change my representations).
The facilitator's duty is to foster all activities that involve participants, develop their autonomy and 
make them become “creators” of knowledge, personal and social skills ... rather than consumers.
These reflections should be included in the training of facilitators. Other possibilities are:
– International youth and adult facilitators’ exchanges
– Educational projects for children and young people
– Specific training for different publics
– Workshops for parents, teachers, civil servants

Examples of activities in a training context:

1.	 WRITE	A	STEREOTYPE	ON	A	PAPER:	each	participant	chooses	one	piece	of	paper	and	explain	
his/her choice. Facilitators put them in order with participants (in different categories: work, 
politics, daily life, relationships…). This game represents an introduction to the theme and 
can start the discussion about the question “What is a stereotype?”

2.	 LIVING	PAINTING:	participants	are	divided	in	small	groups	of	4/6	persons.	Facilitators	give	them	
a theme, for example “wedding”, “the family´s evening in front of the tv” or “on the beach” 
and each group has to find a situation where they present a typical expression of stereotype. 
The “painting” is living but there is no action. It is just a representation. Facilitators can also 
ask the group to improvise a play.

3.	 PHOTO-LANGUAGE:	facilitators	show	a	series	of	photos	where	participants	can	find	different	
situations connected with the theme (boys that play in the kitchen, girls with guns, and so 
on…).  Then a discussion can be launched about the own notion of stereotype as educators, 
youth and adult facilitators…

4.	 THE	GAME	OF	POSTER:	each	participant	writes	on	a	sheet	of	paper	what	they	consider	the	most	
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negative stereotype. Then, there is a discussion in groups (max. 3 or 4 persons) and they have 
to choose one stereotype for each group). They take different newspapers and make a poster 
that is presented to the other groups and discussed.

For	other	proposals,	see	the	CD-ROM	“A	quoi	joues-tu”	(Cemea	Fr	–	Cemea	Bl	–	Cemea	Piemonte,	
2007 on www.ficemea.org).

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

Project pedagogy
General	life	situation	
Active	education	methods
Intercultural diversity
Evaluation
Learning
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SuSTAInAbIlITY

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Our educational action is made in contact with the reality. The environment plays a vital role in the 
development of individuals. There is no education without a relation between people and reality.
Environmental education is a factor for developing citizenship and for the active participation of each 
person to the decisions concerning his/her life.

The notion of “sustainable development” presents some difficulties, because many of the economic, 
social, environmental and cultural problems that have a big negative influence on the educational 
process have their origins in the current model of “development”.
We prefer to talk about “sustainable balance” or “sustainable regression” to explain our position of 
social workers and facilitators engaged into a cultural movement for a “new way of life” in our world, 
where relations between men and women, relations with the nature, in our everyday life can really 
become “sustainable” and are not based on exploitation and t profit.
We think that a “reduction of the needs” of people and a new way of life is possible if we can change 
our model of social and individual life.
Consumption, which reduces every life aspect to a product, and the total power of economy, are not a 
good way to build a new culture of responsibility and respect on Earth.
Our main aim is to show the interdependence between economic, social, political and ecological 
dimensions in order to give everybody the opportunity to learn knowledge, values and skills so that 
they can protect and consider the environment as a “common good”. Education is able to propose new 
models of individual and social behaviours.
We think that education has a fundamental role to promote a sustainable world and we consider 
environmental education part of global education.
A	sustainable	world	is	possible	if	we	start	from	our	concrete	reality,	from	our	personality,	from	our	
relations with others. Sustainable development starts from sustainable relations between men and 
women, as well as between them and their environment.

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
We want that training situations and all educational actions can offer and find a good balance 
between:

•	 individual	and	social	time
•	 individual	and	social	spaces
•	 social	rules	and	individual	action
•	 time	for	speaking	and	time	for	listening	to
•	 individual	participation	and	collective	decisions
•	 critical	thinking	and	awareness	of	limits

Sustainable education goes through a sustainable relation between people and their environment.

3.	PRESENTATIONS	IN	CONTEXT
Concrete examples of implementation

Non-formal	 education	 gives	 the	 possibility	 to	 develop	 a	 good	 relation	 with	 the	 nature	 and	 the	
environment: to discover woods, town, sea... is not only a scientific situation but a real opportunity 
of global education (emotional, pleasant, cognitive, ethic) for people.

The relation with the environment gives the possibility to change our behaviour, to discover the pleasure 
of the contact with natural elements (air, water, fire, earth) and to build new knowledge (scientific, 
cultural, artistic, manual…) that can change our vision of the world.
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The relation with the environment creates a space for a new relation with animals, plants and all other 
“inhabitants” on Earth: this is important to understand the concept of “limits” in the human action, 
in order to develop a global solidarity with every living being.

Examples during trainings (for social workers and facilitators)

•	 Activities	of	sensibilisation	to	the	relation	with	the	environment	of	the	structure
•	 Activities	for	scientific	knowledge	(first	approach)
•	 Activities	for	discovering	nature
•	 Activities	with	natural	elements

But also a sensibilisation to:

•	 management	of	garbage
•	 management	of	water	and	light
•	 management	of	materials	(pedagogical	and	daily)
•	 management	of	heating
•	 management	of	food
•	 respecting	the	place	of	training

And	information	about	the	organisation	of	services	for	children	and	young	people	(holiday	centres	or	
other structures) such as:

•	 needs	of	children	and	young	people
•	 everyday	life
•	 organisation	of	collective	life
•	 organisation	of	spaces	and	of	time
•	 pace	of	life	in	educational	structures	(summer	camps,	schools...)
•	 food
•	 etc...

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

General	life	situation
 
Special needs

Active	education	methods

European and international stakes

Evaluation

Learning
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doCuMEnTATIon

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Documentation	is	a	set	of	materials	(articles,	magazines,	photos,	objects,	videos,	reports,	books...)	that	
a team can use in an educational project. It can also be the materials put at the disposal of participants 
(for example paper, wood, textile, paint, etc) and all materials produced in an educational action.
Documentation	has	3	aspects:	
1) To look at the past: use experiences, reflections, contributions of other facilitators to get and share 
knowledge. 
2) To be an element of the training process: documentation is always a work in progress that asks for 
active participation:
3) To look at the future: it is a support to get and build new knowledge and reflections, to develop 
new practices.

The training is also there to learn how to use documentation: today, it is important to learn how to 
use technical support (computers, web, etc.) and how to build documentation.
Documentation	is	part	of	the	pedagogical	project:	the	organisation	of	this	action	is	necessary	in	order	to	
use and choose which documentation we need. It can be personal, from a small group or collective.
It is very important to use different forms of documentation that get different group dynamics and 
to	achieve	different	objectives.	Documentation	builds	a	memory	of	the	experience	of	a	person,	of	a	
group and encourages the confrontation between personal experiences, different points of view and 
new inputs. It helps overcoming our stereotypes and prejudices.
At	the	same	time,	there	is	a	possibility	for	participants	to	express	their	ideas	and	to	communicate	
with others.

2. obJeCtives
in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?

1. Learn how to learn
2. Build new information and knowledge
3. Overcome the stereotypes of our past knowledge
4.	 Give	a	new	awareness	of	the	role	of	education	
5. Support the working methods of the training
6.	 Give	new	motivation	to	learn
7. It is a memory of a pedagogical work and the base for evaluation

3. presentations in ConteXt
Concrete examples of implementation

Documentation	is	important	in	every	training	situation	and	pedagogical	action.	It	needs	a	time	to	be	
organised prior to the training and a time of evaluation after the training (so-called “follow up”).
It is very important to involve facilitators in events, meetings, or workshops on how to write 
documentation. The aim is to create a climate for participation. 
What is documentation?
•	 Posters
•	 Photos
•	 Activities’	corner	(with	materials,	objects,	etc.)
•	 Internet	corner
•	 Library	and	a	place	to	read
•	 Videos
•	 Technical	corner	
•	 Activities	forms
•	 Study	cases
•	 Facilitators		(with	their	experiences)
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•	 New	software
•	 Method	packs:	it	is	a	document	describing	in	details	how	to	implement	a	specific	educational	activity.	

It describes aims, methods, activities step by step and list needed materials, additional activities, 
etc.

•	 Reports	from	trainings:	they	describe	the	concrete	training	including	the	description	of	the	political	
framework (the reason for this training), organisers (who delivers the training), aims, target group, 
elements of the programme, evaluation and recommendations for followers or for the same training 
in the future.

examples of activities 
There are different forms of documentation possible, depending on the topic:
1.	 PRESENTATION	OF	THE	TRAINING	OBJECTIVES:	a)	general	presentation	on	a	poster	with	the	main	

aims; b) discussion in small groups; c) plenary discussion with a final production of a new poster 
containing the proposals of participants.

2.	 REST	AND	LIFE	PACE.	a)	individual	reading	of	articles;	b)	discussion	in	small	groups;	c)	final	synthesis	
with a common presentation (with slides or poster); d) visioning videos or slides about the life 
pace in summer camp, etc...

3.	 DAILY	 LIFE	 IN	 SUMMER	 CAMPS:	 a)	 in	 small	 groups:	 reading	 of	 different	 documentation	 from	
newspapers; b) discussion. The individual reading is connected to the reflection and the discussion, 
as well as sharing experiences of participants. Facilitators make a final synthesis. 

4.	 SOCIAL	LIFE	IN	SUMMER	CAMP:	visioning	films,	photos,	etc...	Discussion	in	plenary,	presentation	of	
slides with the structure of our organisation. Question time for participants. To read documentation 
in order to go more deeply into the topic.

5.	 THE	KNOWLEDGE	OF	CHILDREN	AND	YOUNG	PEOPLE:	to	exchange	personal	experience.
6.	 ACTIVITIES	FORMS:	(games,	manual	or		musical	activities,	etc.)	to	be	put	at	disposal:	time	for	a	

personal documentation, to re-write activities in a personal book, to create poster with a list of 
the main activities, to share photos and videos of the activities; to give time to read ; to use hand 
activities, games, etc.

7.	 TO	LEARN	HOW	TO	MAKE	AN	ACTIVITY	OR	A	PROJECT	FORM:	title	–	objectives	–	materials	–	work	
stages – evaluation.

8.	 TO	LEARN	HOW	TO	MAKE	MIND	MAPS:	to	give	place	to	the	brainstorming,	to	share	experiences.

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 

Project pedagogy
General	life	situation
Active	education	methods
Evaluation
Learning
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lEARnInG

1. deFinition oF tHe ConCept 

Every person is able to take an active part in his/her learning processes. 
In this sense, learning is as an active and personal construction between people and their environment. 
Learning is a continuous process which takes place along school and after school. It is a permanent 
process which is always evolving und allows self-development of individuals, in all their dimensions.  

2. obJeCtives

in what regard does this theme contribute to a quality education?
With our educational proposals, we offer opened and diverse choices and opportunities. The specific 
value of non-formal education is set in special learning situations, which, through everyday life and 
the amount of time spent together, enables a deeper and collective approach of learning than different 
settings of formal education.

3. presentations in ConteXt
Concrete examples of implementation

Learning should be: 
•	 Personal	and	group-orientated	–	our	actions	focuses	on	group	dynamics,	thereby	participants	learn	

together with each other and from each other. 
•	 Based	on	participants’	and	group	needs.	
•	 Action	and	experience-orientated	–	a	space	for	participation	should	be	created,	which	provides	an	

active confrontation with human environment. 
•	 Dealing	with	group	size	–	intentional	alternation	between	plenary	and	small	group	phases	allows	

everyone to take a different place within the group.
•	 Based	on	everyday	life	–	we	use	the	concrete	experiences	of	participants	by	connecting	what	they	

experienced and the training’s objectives. 
•	 Orientated	on	participants’	resources	–	the	available	potential	of	participants	should	be	used	to	

ensure active participation of all involved parties. 

4. ConneCtions witH otHer tHemes 
Project pedagogy 
General	life	situation
Specific needs
Active	education	methods
Intercultural diversity
Evaluation
Deconstruction	of	stereotypes	
Documentation
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bIblIoGRAPHY CzECH REPublIC

GENERAL	LIFE	SITUATION	
•	 Hofbauer,	B.	Děti, mládež a volný čas. Praha: Portál, 2004.

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 Matějček, Z.: Co děti nejvíce potřebují, Portál, Praha,1994
•	 Sak,	P.,	Saková,	K.	(2004).	Mládež	na	křižovatce /Young people at the crossing/. Praha, Svoboda 

servis.

ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 Neumann,	J.:	Dobrodružné	hry	a	cvičení v přírodě, Portál, 1998, Praha
•	 Michel,	Jean-Marie	(1996):	Passeurs	d´avenir.	Actes	Sud.

EUROPEAN	AND	INTERNATIONAL	STAKES
•	 Common	european	principles	 for	 Validation	of	Non-formal	 and	 Informal	 Learning.	Brussels,	 19.	

February	2004.	DG	EAC	B/1	JBJ	D(2004)-	Společnéevropské principy pro uznávání neformálního a 
informálního učení.	Praha:	NÚOV,	2004.

INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
•	 Gulová,	L.;	Štěpařová,	E.	(ed)	Miltikulturní	výchova	v	teorii	a	praxi.	Brno:	MSD,	2004.
•	 Průcha,	J.	Multikulturní	výchova.	Praha:	ISV,	2001.

EVALUATION
•	 Fetterman,	D.	M.	(1993)	Evaluate	yourself	(RBDM	9304).	Storrs,	CT,	University	of	Connecticut

DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 Kučerová, S.: Člověk,	hodnoty,	výchova.	Prešov:	Grafotlač,	1996.

SUSTAINABILITY
•	 Stewart,	F.,	Berry	A.:	Globalisation,	Liberaisation	and	Inequality:	Real	Cause,	Chalenge.	Vol	43,	n°1,	

January/February 2000, pp. 44-92.

LEARNING
•	 Kalous,	J.	(1994),	Hlavní	problémy	vzdělávací politiky české republiky v transformačním období. 

In:	Martin	Potůček,	Miroslav	Purkrábek,	Petr	Háva	a	kol.	Analýza	událostí	veřejné politiky v České 
republice	I.	Institut	sociologických	studií,	FSV	UK,	Praha.
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bIblIoGRAPHY FRAnCE

FOR	ALL	KEY	WORDS
Les	revues	des	CEMEA	:	
•	 Les	Cahiers	de	l’animation	vacances	loisirs
•	 Vers	l’Education	Nouvelle	(VEN)
•	 Vie	Sociale	et	Traitements	(VST)
•	 DVD	ressources	documentaires	CEMEA	(disponible	aux	CEMEA)
•	 Site	national	des	CEMEA	:	www.cemea.asso.fr	

PROJECT	PEDAGOGY
•	 Activités	manuelles	enjeux	actuels:		hors	serie	VEN	toujours	nouvelle,	CEMEA	1991
•	 La	pédagogie	du	projet	en	formation,	J.	Vassiliev,	VEN	N°528
•	 La	pédagogie	de	l'éveil,	F.	Best,	VEN	N°528

GENERAL	LIFE	SITUATION 
•	 Cahiers	de	l’Animation	n°	32	oct	2000,	CEMEA
•	 MIXITÉ	:	VEN	N°539	517	518	522

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 Petite	enfance	VEN	N°540,	533
•	 Éduquer	à	l'autonomie	VEN	N°540
•	 Entre	2	et	3	ans	VEN	N°544
•	 AUTONOMIE	:	VEN	N°536,	538
•	 JEUNESSE	:	VEN	N°535	524	518	521	515

ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 VEN	N°516	517	520	526	527

EUROPEAN	AND	INTERNATIONAL	STAKES	/	INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
Sites	à	consulter		
OFAJ:	www.ofaj.org		 	
AFPEJA:	www.injep.fr	
Conseil de l’Europe: www.coe.int/fr  
Agence	2e2f:	www.europe-education-formation.fr	
•	 Complexité	 des	 cultures	 et	 de	 l’interculturel	 	 contre	 les	 pensées	 uniques,	 Jacques	 Demorgon,	

Anthropos,	2004
•	 Les	sentiments	des	outils	d’exploration	interculturelle,	Sous	la	direction	de	Burkhard	Muller	–	Jeanne	

Moll,	Anthropos,	2009
•	 se	 former	dans	un	contexte	de	 rencontres	 interculturelles,	 Sous	 la	direction	de	 Florence	Giust-

Desprairies	–	Burkhard	Muller,	Anthropos,	1997
•	 Coopérer	se	comprendre	se	rencontrer,	Christian	Alix/Christoph	Kodron,	OFAJ	/	DFJW,	2004
•	 L’animation	linguistiquE	dans	les	rencontres	Franco-Allemandes	de	jeunes,	OFAJ	/	DFJW,	2009
•	 CD	 –	 Fichier	 franco-allemand	 de	 jeux	 linguistiques	 –	 animation	 langue	 et	 communication	

interculturelle,	Dock-europe	–	CEMEA	–	AGFJ
•	 Tete	a	tete	–	support	pour	le	travail	linguistique	en	tandem,	OFAJ	/	DFJW,	2012
•	 VEN		N°518,	520,	521,	529,	534,	538,	541
•	 Cahiers	de	l’Animation	N°	59,	CEMEA
•	 Cahiers	de	l’animation	hors	série	N°	17,	CEMEA
•	 Non-formal	and	informal	éducation	in	Europe,	René	Clarijs,	EAICY,	2005
•	 Leisure	–	Non-Formal	education,	René	Clarijs,	EAICY,	2008
•	 Les	jeunes	Européens	et	leurs	valeurs	–	Europe	Occidentale,	Europe	centrale	et	orientale,	Sous	la	

Direction	d’Olivier	Galland	–	Bernard	Roudet,	INJEP,	2005
•	 Culture,	cultures	:	quelle(s)	pédagogie(s)	de	l’interculturel	?,	Coordonné	par	Bernard	Blier	et	Clélia	

Fournier,	INJEP,	2009
•	 Construire	l’interculturel	?,	Roselyne	de	Villanova,	Marie-Antoinette	Hily,	Gabrielle	Varro,	L’Harmattan,	

2011
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•	 S’entendre	entre	Langues	voisines	:	vers	l’incompréhension,	Sous	la	direction	de	Virginie	Conti	et	
François	Grin,	GEORG,	2008

•	 Boîte	à	outils	pour	des	projets	mobilité,	Cemea	Nord	Pas	de	Calais
•	 Repères	et	Actions	N°	42	
•	 Dossier	internationaL,	Fabrice	Mongiat,	CEMEA,	2005

EVALUATION
•	 Evaluation,	European	Civil	Society	Platform	on	lifelong	learning,	JUIN	2012,	EUCIS	–LLL
•	 dossier	evaluation,	Textes	de	référence	N°	1,	Collectif	documents	pédagogiques,	2012,	CEMEA

DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 VEN	N°528,	523,	527,	521,	522,	546	
•	 VEN	N°537,	532,	535

SUSTAINABILITY
•	 ENVIRONNEMENT:	VEN	N°531
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bIblIoGRAPHY bElGIuM

Blais,	M.-C.,	Gauchet,	M.,	Ottavi,			(2002),	Pour	une	philosophie	politique	de	l’éducation.	Six	questions	
d’aujourd’hui, Paris, Bayard
Blais,	M.-C.,	Gauchet,	M.,	Ottavi,			(2008),	Conditions	de	l’éducation,	Paris,	Stock
Clot,	Y.	(2003),	Le	collectif	dans	l’individu	?	in	Actes	du	38me	Congrès	de	la	Self
Dewey,	J.(1975),	Démocratie	et	éducation,	Paris,	Armand	Colin-collection	U,	traduit	de	l’américain	par	
G.	Deledalle.
Freire,	P.	(1978),	Pédagogie	des	opprimés,	Paris	:	Maspéro.
Michel,	J.-M.	(1996),	CEMéA	:	Passeurs	d’avenir,	Arles	:	Actes	Sud
Moreno	J.L.(1965),	Psychothérapie	de	groupe	et	psychodrame,	Paris	:	PUF
Oury J.(1977), Psychiatrie et psychothérapie institutionnelle. Traces et configurations précaires, Paris 
: Payot
Parlebas P.(1992), Sociométrie, réseaux et communication, Paris : PUF-Le Psychologue
Piaget, J.(1974) La prise de conscience, Paris : PUF
Quentel,	J.-C.,	(1997),	L’enfant.	Problèmes	de	genèse	et	d’histoire,	Bruxelles,	De	Boeck-Université
Stiegler,	B.	 (2010),	Ce	qui	 fait	que	 la	vie	vaut	 la	peine	d’être	vécue.	De	 la	pharmacologie,	Paris	 :	
Flammarion,	Bibliothèque	des	savoirs
Todorov T. (1995), La vie commune. Essai d’anthropologie générale, Paris, Le Seuil-Essais
Vermersch,	P.(2006),	L’entretien	d’explicitation,	Paris	:	ESF,	5ème	édition,	enrichie	d’un	glossaire
Vigotsky,	L.(2003),	Conscience,	inconscient,	émotions,	Paris	:	La	dispute
« Piaget et la conscience morale », Fedi, L. PUF, 2008
«	Formateur	d'adultes	–	Exercer	au	quotidien	»,	Martin,	J.-P.,	Savary,	E.,	Editions	Chronique	Sociale,	
1996
«	Le	choix	d'éduquer	»,	Meirieu,	P.,	ESF,	1991
«	De	la	pédagogie	»,	Piaget,	J.,	Editions	Odile	Jacob,	1988
«	L'éducation	des	filles	et	des	garçons	»,	Vers	l'Education	Nouvelle,	N°517,	janvier	2005
«	Mixité	:	rien	n'est	acquis	!	»,	Les	Cahiers	de	l'Animation,	N°66,	avril	2009
«	Les	hommes	en	structure	d'accueil	de	la	petite	enfance	»,	Nicolas	Murcier,	Le		Furet-Revue	de	la	petite	
enfance et de l'intégration, 2004
«	Parent	de	fille,	parent	de	garçon.	Les	élève-t-on	de	la	même	façon	?	»,	Hélène	Montardre,	Edition	Les	
Essentiels,	Collection	Du	côté	des	parents,	1999
« Etat des lieux des images de la femme dans la publicité française : représentations dévalorisées, 
dégradantes,	aliénantes	:	rapport	d'analyse	et	étude	»,	collectif,	Université	René	Descartes-Paris	V,	
2001
«	Filles-garçons	:	socialisation	différenciée	?	»,	Anne	Dafflon-Novelle,	Grenoble	PUG,	2006
«	Analyser	les	représentations	du	masculin	et	du	féminin	»,	Sylvie	Cromer	et	Carole	Brugeilles,	Editions	
Ceped, collection « Les clefs pour… », 2005
«	Vies	privées	des	filles	et	des	garçons,	des	socialisations	toujours	différentielles	?	»	Sylvie	Cromer,	
Femmes,	Genre	et	Société,	L’Etat	des	Savoirs,	La	Découverte,	2005
«	Littérature	de	jeunesse	et	genre	:	le	point	de	vue	des	enfants	»,	Sylvie	Cromer,	Les	Cahiers	de	l'ARS	
n°	4,	Genre	et	identités,	Brest,	décembre	2007
« Contre les jouets sexistes », Collectif, Editions L'Echappée, Collection « Pour en finir avec », 2007
«	Le	sexisme	:	comprendre	pour	agir,	dossier	pédagogique	»,	Vie	Féminine	asbl,	2005	-	«	Campagne	
contre les jouets sexistes - Filles et garçons : mêmes jouets ! »
«	Les	filles	sont	invitées	à	investir	la	sphère	privée	et	les	rôles	passifs	»,	Serge	Chaumier,	Le	Monde,	
édition	du	16	décembre	2001
«	Dossier	 Egalité	filles-garçons,	 femmes-hommes	dans	 le	 système	éducatif	 »,	 Collectif,	 Conseil	des	
Femmes Francophones de Belgique asbl, 2008
«	Rapports	finaux	des	recherches	-	Colloque	Une	fille	=	un	garçon?	»,	Faits	&	Gestes	n°	33,	Printemps	
2010
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bIblIoGRAPHY GERMAnY

PROJECT	PEDAGOGY
•	 Euro	Bridge.	Arbeitshilfe	für	internationale	Jugendbegegnungen.	DPJW,	2007

GENERAL	LIFE	SITUATION
•	 Marc	Calmbach	u.	a.,	Wie	ticken	Jugendliche?	Verlag	Haus	Altenberg,	2012

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 Marc	Calmbach	u.	a.,	Wie	ticken	Jugendliche?	Verlag	Haus	Altenberg,	2012

ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 Werner	Michl,	Erlebnispädagogik,	Ersnt	Reinhardt	Verlag,	2011.

EUROPEAN	AND	INTERNATIONAL	STAKES
•	 Marianne	Krüger-Potratz,	Interkulturelle	Bildung.	Eine	Einführung,	Waxmann,	2005
•	 Ijab	(Hrsg.),	Interkulturelle	Kompetenz,	EU-Erweiterung.	2003.

INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
•	 Marlies	Große	Holthaus,	 Katharina	Köller,	 Interkulturell	 lernen	–	 erziehen	–	bilden.	 LIT	 Verlag,	

2004

EVALUATION
•	 Judith	Dubiski,	Wolfgang	Ilg,	Evaluation	 internationaler	Jugendbegegnungen.	Ein	verfahren	zur	

Auswertung	von	Begegnungen.	DFJW,	2008

DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 	Landesjugendring	Niedersachsen	e.V.,	Juleica	Praxisbuch	G	zur	geschlechetrbewußten	Jugendarbeit.	

2007.

DOCUMENTATION
•	 Deutscher	 Bundesjugendring	 (Hrsg.),	 Projektmanagement	 leicht	 gemacht.	 Für	 Jugendgruppen,	

-projekte und –aktionen. 2007

LEARNING
•	 Georg	Auenheimer,	Einführung	in	die	interkulturelle	Pädagogik.	Wissenschaftliche	Buchgesellschaft,	

2003.
•	 Landesjugendring	 Niedersachsen	 e.V.	 (Hrsg.),	 Juleica.	 Handbuch	 für	 Jugendleiterinnen	 und	

Jugendleiter. 2009.
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bIblIoGRAPHY SPAIn

PROJECT	PEDAGOGY
•	 Coordinadora	 Infantil	 y	 juvenil	de	Tiempo	Libre	de	Vallecas,	Campamentos	de	verano:	diseño	y	

organización. Editorial Popular

GENERAL	LIFE	SITUATION	
•	 ESCUDERO,	José	y	CERCADILLO,	Mar;	Análisis	de	la	realidad	local.
 Propuestas de trabajo para técnicos/as de juventud y mediadores/as.
•	 ASOCIACIÓN	CULTURAL	LA	KALLE,	Educación	de	calle:	hacia	un	modelo	de	intervención	en	marginación	

juvenil. Editorial Popular
•	 Varios.	(2006)			Educación	no	formal	en	el	ámbito	local:	Compartir,	comprometerse,	disfrutar.
•	 LAMATA	COTANDA,	Rafael	y	DOMÍNGUEZ	ARANDA,	Rosa;	(2004)		La	construcción	de	procesos	formativos	

en	educación	no	formal.	Narcea
•	 ESCUDERO,	José	(2004)		Análisis	de	la	realidad	local.	Narcea
•	 Prácticas	de	ciudadanía:	Diez	experiencias	de	aprendizaje	servicio	/	coord	Xus	Martín	Garcia,	Laura	

Rubio	Serrano.	--	Barcelona	:	Octaedro,	2010

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 AA.VV.,	Acciones	 formativas	desde	 las	asociaciones:	guía	básica	para	el	desarrollo	de	proyectos	

formativos. Editorial Popular 
•	 Materiales	y	recursos	didácticos	en	contextos	comunitarios	/	coord.	Manuel	Area,	Artur	Parcerisa,	

Jesús	Rodríguez.	--	Barcelona	:	Graó,	2010

ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 Coordinadora	 Infantil	 y	 juvenil	de	Tiempo	Libre	de	Vallecas,	Campamentos	de	verano:	diseño	y	

organización. Editorial Popular
•	 ASOCIACIÓN	CULTURAL	LA	KALLE,	Educación	de	calle:	hacia	un	modelo	de	intervención	en	marginación	

juvenil. Editorial Popular
•	 Las	leyes	de	la	simplicidad:	Diseño,	tecnología,	negocios,	vida	/	John	Maeda.	--	Barcelona	:	Gedisa,	

2010
•	 Cómo	promover	la	convivencia:	Programa	de	asertividad	y	habilidades	sociales	/	dir.	Mª	Inés	Monjas	

Casares.	--	Madrid	:	CEPE,	2009

INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
•	 COLECTIVO	AMANI,	Educación	Intercultural:	análisis	y	resolución	de	conflictos.	Editorial	Popular

EVALUATION
•	 PULGAR	BURGOS,	José	Luis	(2005)		Evaluación	de	aprendizaje	en	educación	no	formal.	Recursos	

prácticos	para	el	profesorado.	Narcea
•	 GONZÁLEZ	ALCOCER,	Ricardo	(2003)		FORBAS.	Formación	básica	con	asociaciones

DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 AA.VV.,	Iguales	pero	diferentes:	un	modelo	de	integración	en	el	tiempo	libre.	Editorial	Popular
•	 La	educación	de	calle:	Trabajo	socioeducativo	en	medio	abierto	/	Jesús	Damián	Fernández	Solís,	

Andrés	G.	Castillo	Sanz.	--	Bilbao	:	Desclée	de	Brouwer,	2010
•	 Libro	blanco	de	la	educación	intercultural.	--	Madrid:	UGT,	2010

SUSTAINABILITY
•	 Prácticas	de	ciudadanía:	Diez	experiencias	de	aprendizaje	servicio	/	coord	Xus	Martín	Garcia,	Laura	

Rubio	Serrano.	--	Barcelona	:	Octaedro,	2010

DOCUMENTATION
•	 LEYVA	SANJUÁN,	Blanca.	Análisis	y		Evaluación	del	grupo	formativo
•	 Seminario	calidad	de	la	formación.	Escuela	Pública	de	Animación	y	Educación.	(2004)		Calidad	de	

la formación en educación no formal
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LEARNING
•	 GONZÁLEZ	ALCOCER,	Ricardo	(2003)		FORBAS.	Formación	básica	con	asociaciones
•	 COLECTIVO	AMANI,	Educación	Intercultural:	análisis	y	resolución	de	conflictos.	Editorial	Popular
•	 Seminario	calidad	de	la	formación.	Escuela	Pública	de	Animación	y	Educación.	(2004)		Calidad	de	

la formación en educación no formal
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bIblIoGRAPHY ITAlY 

PROJECT	PEDAGOGY
•	 Canevaro,	G.Lippi,	P.	Zanelli,	Una	scuola,	uno	“sfondo”,	Nicola	Milano,	Bologna	1988
•	 M.	Pellerey,	Progettazione	didattica,	SEI,	Torino,	1983
•	 G.	Wiggins,	J.McTighe,	Fare	progettazione,	2	voll,	LAS,	Roma	2007
•	 T.	Laine,	Società	per	azioni	in	école	n°	19,	gennaio	1994
•	 S.	Vitale,	L’agire	tra	progettualità	e	gioco,	in	Animazione	sociale,	maggio	2006

	GENERAL	LIFE	SITUATION
•	 M.	Orsi,	A	scuola	senza	zaino,	Erickson,	Trento	2006
•	 Y.	Engestrom,	Non	Scholae	se	vitae	discimus.	Come	superare	l’incapsulamento	dell’apprendimento	

scolastico,	 in	C.	Pontecorvo,	A.M.	Ajello,	 C.	 Zucchermaglio,	 (a	 cura	di),	 I	 contesti	 sociali	
dell’apprendimento,	LED,	Milano	1995

•	 G.	Dawes,	D.	Gordon,	Modellare	la	struttura	dell’esperienza	per	espandere	il	proprio	mondo,	
Astrolabio	Ubaldini,	2009

•	 G.	Staccioli,	Il	diario	dell’accoglienza,	Valore	Scuola,	Milano,	2002
•	 G.	Staccioli	e	P.	Ritscher,	Vivere	a	scuola,	Carocci,	Firenze,	2005
•	 S.Vitale,	Organizzare	una	giornata	nei	 centri	di	 vacanza,	 in	Animazione	Sociale,	maggio	 ,	

2006
•	 S.Vitale	,	Elogio	della	vita	quotidiana,	in	Animazione	Sociale,	aprile	2006
•	 S.	Vitale,	A	proposito	della	vita	quotidiana,	in	Vita	dell’Infanzia,	dicembre,	2006

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 M.	Sclavi,	Arte	di	ascoltare	e	mondi	possibili,	Mondadori,	Milano,	2003
•	 H.	Franti,	A.R.	Colasanti,	L’arte	dell’incoraggiamento,	La	Nuova	Italia	Scientifica,	Roma	1991
•	 P.	Perrenoud,	Costruire	competenze	a	partire	dalla	scuola,	Anicia,	Roma	2003
•	 M.	Becciu,	A.R.	Colasanti,	 La	promozione	delle	 capacità	personali.	 Teoria	e	prassi,	 Franco	

Angeli,	2004
•	 Andrea	Canevaro,	I	bambini	che	si	perdono	nel	bosco.	Identità	e	linguaggi	nell'infanzia,	La	

Nuova	Italia,	Firenze,	1976
•	 Andrea	Canevaro,	Pedagogia	speciale.	La	riduzione	dell'handicap,	Bruno	Mondadori,	Milano,	

1999
•	 G.	Pietropolli	Charmet,	I	nuovi	adolescenti,	Cortina,	Milano,	2000
•	 G.	 Pietropolli	 Charmet,	 	 Fragile	 e	 spavaldo.	 Ritratto	 dell’adolescente	 oggi,	 Laterza,	 Bari,	

2008
•	 S.Vitale,	Un	centro	di	vacanza	a	misura	di	ragazzi,	in	Animazione	Sociale,	febbraio,	2006

	ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 A.	Varani,	A.	Carletti,	Didattica	costruttivista.	Dalle	teorie	alla	pratica	 in	classe,	Erickson,	

Trento 2005
•	 B.M	Varisco,	Costruttivismo	socio-culturale,	Carocci,	Roma	2002
•	 E.	 G.	 Cohen,	 Organizzare	 i	 gruppi	 cooperativi.	 Ruoli,	 funzioni,	 attività,	 Erickson,	 Trento	

1999
•	 M.S.	Veggetti,	L’apprendimento	cooperativo.	Concetti	e	contesti,	Carocci,	Roma	2004
•	 Jean-Pierre	Pourtois,	Huguette	Desmet,	L’educazione	post-moderna,	Edizioni	del	Cerro,	2006
•	 J.	Bruner,	“La	cultura	dell’educazione”,	Feltrinelli,	Milano,	1997
•	 G.	Staccioli,	Culture	in	gioco.	Attività	ludiche	per	l’apprendimento,	Carocci,	Firenze,	2004

EUROPEAN	AND	INTERNATIONAL	STAKES
•	 Commissione	delle	Comunità	Europee,	Insegnare	ed	apprendere.	Verso	la	società	conoscitiva,	

UE, Lussemburgo 1995
•	 E.	Morin,	La	testa	ben	fatta:	riforma	dell’insegnamento	e	riforma	del	pensiero,	Cortina,	Milano	

2000
•	 C.	Handy,	The	empty	Raincoat:	Making	sense	of	the	future,	Hutchinson,	London	1994
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INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
•	 R.	Gallelli,	Educare	alle	differenze.	Il	gioco	e	il	giocare	in	una	didattica	inclusiva,	Franco	Angeli,	

Milano	2012
•	 G.	Miliotti	,	B.	Confortini,	Le	fiabe	per	parlare	di	intercultura.	Un	aiuto	per	grandi	e	piccini,	

Franco	Angeli,	Milano	2012
•	 B.	Mapelli,	Rosa&Azzurro.	Genere,	differenza	e	pari	opportunità	nella	scuola,	Rosenberg	&Sellier,	

Torino 2003
•	 Duccio	Demetrio,	Graziella	Favaro,	Didattica	Interculturale,	Franco	Angeli,	Milano,	2004
•	 Concetta	Sirna	Terranova,	Pedagogia	Interculturale,	Guerini,	Milano,	1997
•	 Franca	Pinto	Minerva,	L’intercultura,	Laterza,	Bari,	2002

EVALUATION
•	 P.	Weeden,	J.	Winter,	P.	Broadfoot,	Valutazione	per	l’apprendimento,	Erickson,	Trento	2009
•	 M.	Lichtner,	Valutare	l’apprendimento,	Teorie	e	metodi,	FrancoAngeli,	Milano	2004
•	 M.	Castoldi,	Valutare	le	competenze.	Percorsi	e	strumenti,	Carocci,	Roma	2009
•	 L.	Mason,	Valutare	a	scuola.	Prodotti,	processi,	 contesti	di	apprendimento,	CLEUP,	Padova	

1996

	DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 F.	Frabboni,	Il	laboratorio,	Laterza,	Bari	2005	
•	 I.	Pescioli,	F.	Cambi,	V.	Casini,	Il	metodo	della	ricerca	nella	scuola	fino	dall'infanzia,		Morgana,	

Firenze 2010
•	 Elena	Gianini	Belotti,	Dalla	parte	delle	bambine,	Feltrinelli,	Milano
•	 Chaterine	Vidal	-	Dorothee	Benoit	-	Browaeys,	Il	sesso	del	cervello	-	Vincoli	biologici	e	culturali	

nelle	differenze	fra	uomo	e	donna,	Dedalo,	Bari,	2006
•	 A.	Lipperini,	Ancora	dalla	parte	delle	bambine,	Feltrinelli,	Milano,	2008

SUSTAINABILITY
•	 M.	Lipman,	Educare	al	pensiero,	Vita	e	Pensiero,	Milano	2005
•	 A.L.	Rossi,	Educare	alla	creatività,	Laterza,	Bari	2009
•	 G.	Bateson,	Mente	e	natura,	Adelphi,	Milano,	1984
•	 G.	Bateson,	Dove	gli	angeli	esitano,	Adelphi,	Milano,	1979
•	 G.Bateson,	Verso	un’ecologia	della	mente,	Adelphi,	Milano,	1976
•	 S.Vitale,	Scopro	la	mia	città.	Percorsi	di	Educazione	Ambientale,	Carocci,	Roma,	2006

DOCUMENTATION
•	 L.	Mortari,	Apprendere	dall’esperienza,	Carocci,	Roma	2004
•	 E.	Damiano,	La	nuova	alleanza.	Temi,	problemi	e	prospettive	della	nuova	ricerca	didattica,	La	

Scuola,	Brescia,	2006

LEARNING
•	 D.S.	Rychen,	Competenze	chiave:	affrontare	le	sfide	importanti	della	vita,	in	D.S.	Rychen,	L.H.	

Salganik	(a	cura	di),	Agire	le	competenze	chiave,	Franco	Angeli,	Milano	2007	
•	 L.B.	Resnik,	Imparare	dentro	e	fuori	la	scuola,	in	C.	Pontecorvo,	A.M.	Ajello,	C.	Zucchermaglio,	

(a	cura	di),	I	contesti	sociali	dell’apprendimento,	LED,	Milano	1995	
•	 K.	Topping,	Tutoring,	L’insegnamento	reciproco	fra	compagni,	Erickson,	Trento	1997
•	 J.	Novak,	L’apprendmento	significativo,	Le	mappe	concettuali	per	creare	e	usare	la	conoscenza,	

Erikson, Trento, 2001
•	 P.	Perticari,	Attesi	imprevisti,	Boringhieri,	Torino,	1996
•	 A.Erbetta,	Decostruire	formando.	Concetti	pratiche	orizzonti,	Ibis,	Como,	2011
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bIblIoGRAPHY 
SloVAk REPublIC

PROJECT	PEDAGOGY
•	 Sabine	 Klocker,	 2009:	 Manual	 for	 facilitators	 in	 non-formal	 education,	 Council	 of	 Europe	

Publishing

SPECIAL	NEEDS
•	 Kathy	Schroeder,	2004:	Use	your	hands	to	move	ahead,	SALTO

ACTIVE	EDUCATION	METHODS
•	 Ľuboslava	Měkynová, 2003: Formy a metódy výchovnej práce vo voľnom čase detí a mládeže, 

IUVENTA:	Bratislava
•	 Tony	Geudens,	2007:	Making	waves	-	Creating	more	impact	with	your	youth	projects,	SALTO

EUROPEAN	AND	INTERNATIONAL	STAKES
•	 Katrin	Alban,	2008:	Youth	and	the	City,	Brussels:	SALTO,
•	 Sabine	Klocker,	2007:		Village	International,	Brussels:	SALTO,	
•	 Andres	Abad	Pacheco	-	Eugen	Gherga	-	Lynne	Tammi,	2004:	Going	International,	Brussels:	SALTO
•	 IUVENTA,	2001:	Mládež	na	krídlach	alebo	princípy	medzinárodnej	práce	s	mládežou
•	 Ingrid	Bohlin,	1999:	The	International	Dimension,	The	Swedish	National	Board	of	Youth	Affairs

INTERCULTURAL	DIVERSITY
•	 Graham	Pike,	David	Selby,	2000:	Cvičení	a	hry	pro	globálni	výchovu,	Portál:	Praha	

EVALUATION
•	 Eva	Reitmayerová,	Věra Broumová, 2007: Cílená zpětná vazba, Portál: Praha,
•	 Paul	Kloosterman,	Kerstin	Giebel,	Ozgehan	Senyuva,	2005:	Educational	Evaluation	in	Youth	Work	-	

T- KIT, Council of Europe Publishing

DECONSTRUCTION	OF	STEREOTYPES
•	 All	different	All	equal	Education	pack,	2000:	ideas,	resources,	methods	and	activities	for	informal	

intercultural education with young people and adults, Council of Europe Publishing, 
•	 Patricia	Brander	&	co.,	2002:COMPASS	A	manual	on	human	rights	education	with	young	people,	

Council of Europe Publishing
•	 Antje	Rothemund	&co.,2004:	Domino	-	A	manual	to	use	peer	group	education	as	a	means	to	fight	

racism, xenophobia, anti-semitism and intolerance, Council of Europe Publishing

LEARNING
•	 Lynne	Chrisholm,	Bryony	Hoskins,	Christian	Glahn,	2005:	Trading	up	-	Potencial	and	Performance	

in non- formal Learning, Council of Europe Publishing
•	 Balázs	Hidvéghi	&	co.,	2005:	Training	Essentials	T-	KIT,	Council	of	Europe	Publishing
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dEFInITIon oF kEY-woRdS 
In FoRMAl EduCATIon

Our platform wishes to create a bridge between non-formal education and formal education. We think 
that the alliance between these two dimensions is a priority without hiding their differences. Formal 
and non-formal education contribute to global education, they have common spaces and interactions, 
but a specific identity.
With the special approach of Idee per l’Educatione, we offer, at the same time, a critical analysis and 
a project proposal for non-formal education at school.
Here you can find the definition of each key word in the frame of formal education. It can allow the 
reader to measure the different approaches and the specific context of formal education. 

1. project pedagogy
2. General life situation
3. special needs
4. active education methods
5. european and international stakes
6. intercultural diversity
7. evaluation
8. deconstruction of stereotypes
9. sustainability
10. documentation
11. learning

1. project pedagogy
In formal education, project pedagogy enables to intensify the dynamic aspects of knowledge and 
competence acquirement. The school teaching, which succeeds in overcoming rigidity, increases 
the efficiency of its didactic actions. In this case, and to develop abilities, it can elaborate a fluid 
plan considering and analysing the students’ cultural background, the context in which the training 
is performed, the monitoring of the planned operations, with attention to the real grading of the 
pedagogical process and the possibility of modifying the different steps.
In setting the project, teachers have to develop a personal forming experience inside an educational 
community, avoid a rigid transmission of authoritarian models and care about a confident relationship 
with each student and the whole group.
Teachers have to consider the aims of formal education changeable. They can be modified when interacting 
with outer experiences. This kind of education implies constitutional reliability and contingency, both 
on individual and common ground. 
In this forming context, school becomes a space in which society educates itself, assumes the duty of 
mediation between individuals and the society as a whole, tries to create a micro-society with rules 
allowing members to be responsible subjects of a real designated role.

2. General life situation
Everyday	life	at	school	is	now	marked	by	a	rigid	setting	of	time,	spaces,	and	relationships.	A	better	
education quality is granted by structures and processes which valorise bodies and emotions, not only 
minds. School must be a space where every student’s experience is greatly enhanced and considered 
a step for new positive practices. It has to promote a form of learning which is not exclusively based 
on theoretical study. 
The school system includes a competitive model which tends to select the best students, encourage 
ambitions in order to form people able to face the “adults’ hard world”. We believe, instead, that school 
must be a place where cooperative and reliable behaviour is supported, a space of positive shared life 
and compared ideas, a meeting place for genders and generations.  

3. special needs
At	school,	the	place	of	formal	education,	the	needs	of	its	“inhabitants”	(not	only	students	but	teachers	
and workers as well) are not very often minded with due attention. But school is the place where 
children, boys and girls spend most of their time. Their wishes are even less considered; they are often 
blinded by a traditional pedagogy.
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Relevant	changes	in	learning	and	behaviour	can	be	reached	only	if	children,	boys	and	girls	feel	well	
among themselves and with adults. School must be a space where everybody can speak and listen, 
smile, feel helpful and included, it must be a place of welcome and participation.

4. active education methods
Active	didactics	contrast	with	the	idea	of	school	as	a	place	where	learning	is	transferred	to	passive	and	
subordinated listeners. On the contrary, it must be a laboratory experimenting new methods and practices. 
It is centred on students’ motivations and interests, it is democratic and supports socialisation.
It promotes activities as a tool for understanding the world. It is open to the outer environment, it is 
the main protagonist of education.

5. european and international stakes
Education implies politics because each form of pedagogy is a way of observing the world, human 
relationships, present time and future. It is at school that students learn to link their own experiences 
to other people’s experiences. School helps to build everybody’s identity through mediation with the 
different members of the educative community.  
School	is	the	place	of	active	citizenship.	Global	citizenship	can	only	be	reached	if	we	consider	differences	
and origins as richness and not as a limit. It is a space with a memory, where you connect personal 
stories. 
The new European citizens build their own personalities facing global knowledge. It is at school that 
everybody is educated to European citizenship which implies the extension of rights and responsibility 
and not the negation of national differences.  

6. intercultural diversity
School, a place which is plural in its structure, is a fertile ground for the cohabitation of several cultural 
memories and different ideas, a space where differences – which are not diversities (although they are 
included) and not inequalities – can be enhanced. Education to differences considers contexts, processes, 
relationships among subjects, does not neglect identities, gender, experiences but implies them in 
defining relations with the world and knowledge. Education to differences develops the overcoming of 
every prejudice and absolute truth; it urges students to research.  

7. evaluation
There is a risk that methods of mechanical valuation take place at school. 
Pretending a greater objectivity, they could bring about the decline of knowledge to a mere acquisition 
of proceedings and reduce didactics to the practice of “teaching to test”.
It is necessary to distinguish the function of measuring, essential to verify the learning of a specific 
section of knowledge, from the function of valuation which is the analysis of the process, performed 
by alert and involved teachers, underlining the reached stages of an education grading.
School trains to analyse the personal course of cultural and human progress and provides the tools for 
improving it.
It is essential that valuation is not competitive and the recognition of personal merit does not cause 
selection and exclusion. 

8. deconstruction of stereotypes
A	scientific	approach	to	teaching,	which	underlines	the	value	of	doubt	as	the	ground	of	a	non-dogmatic	
culture, is essential to urge students to leave stereotypes as tools of a simplified analysis of reality.
The pedagogy of discovery, experiments and laboratories helps children, boys and girls, to understand 
complexity and guides them to acquire awareness of the fallacy of stereotypes which are, by definition, 
aprioristic and unverified, therefore non-scientific. 

9. sustainability
The study of nature complexity and dynamism, as well as the study of relations between biotic and 
abiotic environments, among humans and cultures, are considered as the centre of the knowledge built 
at school, and enable to assume the concept of limit and to analyse the effects of every action.
The acquisition of the concept of “planet biophysics” crisis supports everyone’s responsibility and 
educates to a global citizenship.
School works to train people who can build a new world where the man-nature relations and a positive 
cooperation among human societies are sustainable. This is the only possibility for future generations 
to find a planet which is still habitable.
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10. documentation
One of the aims of formal education is the care for cultural memories, essential to the building of a 
new knowledge.
It is necessary to understand the importance of providing documents about the performed activities.
School has the double objective of enhancing knowledge of former documents and writing new ones, 
which must be at everybody’s disposal.
“Documents”	can	be	known,	analysed,	archived	in	varied	forms	and	this	drives	school	to	develop	young	
people’s ability in searching, selecting and elaborating a potentially unlimited number of data. 

11. learning
Living is learning and it is the result of a continuous interaction with environment and other people.
Even in the most traditional schools, the idea of learning as accumulation by intergenerational transfer 
of pre-determined knowledge is considered obsolete. 
On the contrary, the consciousness of variety and equal validity of different pedagogies and approaching 
methods in formal education guarantees a learning which develops social competence and individual 
abilities. 
In a formal approach, school has to consider the acquired knowledge as cultural memories to be assumed 
and increased.
The word “learning” focus on the behaviour and the active role of the student who can reorganise 
information in innovative and critical forms.
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